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a b s t r a c t

In a severe sea state, nonlinear wave loads can excite resonant responses of floating wind turbines either
at high (structural) or low (rigid body motions) natural frequencies. In the present work, a computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) model and an engineering model based on potential-flow theory with Morison-
type drag are developed to investigate nonlinear wave loads on a stationary, rigid semi-submersible
wind turbine under regular and irregular waves. The numerical results are validated against experi-
mental measurements. A trimmed floater is modelled to examine the change in nonlinear wave loads
due to the mean pitch angle which occurs during operation of a floating wind turbine. Furthermore, wave
loads on each column are investigated numerically. Compared to the experimental measurements, the
CFD model gives better estimations than the engineering model for the first, second and third order wave
diffraction loads. The engineering model based on the first- and second-order potential-flow theory has
large discrepancies in the phase of high order wave diffraction loads and underpredicts the amplitude of
low-frequency wave loads. In the CFD simulations for the studied wave period (12.1 s), the second and
third harmonic surge forces on the starboard columns are significantly larger than those on the upstream
column, while first harmonic results are consistent with potential flow. The trim angle (5�) results in an
increasing surge force and pitch moment but a decreasing heave force.
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Recently, there has been a huge increase in the use of wind
turbines for generating electricity. To access a larger wind resource
and reduce visual and acoustic pollution, a growing number of
offshorewind turbines (OWTs) has been installed in recent years. In
shallow and intermediate water depths, bottom-fixed OWTs are
employed. However, in deep water, the costs of bottom-fixed
foundations rise sharply, so a wide variety of floating wind tur-
bine (FWT) concepts have been proposed, such as spar, semi-
submersible and tension leg platforms (TLP). With increasing wa-
ter depth, FWTs may be exposed to harsh environments and steep
waves which induce highly nonlinear wave loads on the floater of
FWTs. The high-frequency loads can cause springing and ringing,
while the low-frequency loads can lead to the resonance in surge,
sway and yaw of a moored platform. Mercier et al. [1] showed the
rine Technology Centre, 2nd
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importance of high order wave loads on TLPs through experiments.
Coulling et al. [2] also used experiments and numerical tools to
stress the importance of second-order difference-frequency wave
forces in capturing the global response of a semi-submersible FWT.
As the responses of FWTs are largely affected by nonlinear wave
loads, validated modelling tools should be developed to predict
these loads more accurately while keeping the computational ef-
ficiency at a reasonable level.

Most of the investigations of nonlinear hydrodynamic loads on
different types of wind turbines are based on low order potential
flow models [3e7]. This limits hydrodynamic modeling to linear or
weakly nonlinear models and may be less reliable for analysis of
FWTs in extreme condition. Some studies use high order com-
mercial or in-house CFD codes to investigate wave loads and mo-
tion responses on various types of FWTs, as summarized in Table 1.

Although the offshore oil and gas industry has demonstrated the
long-term survivability of semi-submersible platforms and can
provide some guidelines for design, significant differences exist.
With a smaller payload and no permanent residences for
personnel, FWTs are significantly smaller than oil and gas platforms
le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Table 1
Overview of investigations of FWTs using CFD.

Reference Methods Conditions Main conclusions

Beyer et al. [8] 1. RANS equation Surge free decay test of OC3 spar-buoy wind turbine in still
water

Pitch motion was excited due to vortex-induced forces on
the platform2. VOF for free surface

3.SST turbulence model
4. Multi-body system for

calculating motion
Benitz et al.

[9,10]
1. RANS equation Hydrodynamic loads on OC4 semi-submersible platform under

current-only and wave-only conditions
Shadowing effects and transverse forces from vortex

shedding can be captured.2. VOF for free surface
3. Spalart-Allmaras
turbulence model

4. Wave2Foam for wave
Rivera-Arreba

et al. [11]
1. NS equation Heave and pitch free decay and responses of OC5 semi-

submersible platform under heave resonance and large
steepness wave conditions

For free decay cases, the heave response of the potential-
flow model showed an amplitude

40% lower than CFD model. However, the heave responses
under different regular waves were slightly lower in CFD

model.

2. VOF for free surface
3. Laminar flow

4. Wave2Foam for wave

Nematbakhsh
et al. [12
e14]

1. One-fluid NS equation. Surge and heave free decay tests and responses of TLP wind
turbine under regular wave condition

The chance of strong vortex shedding behind the TLP is
small due to the large diameter of the TLP tank and the
small KeuleganeCarpenter (KC) number. A higher mean
surge motion is noticed due to better representation of

nonlinear effects.

2. Level set method for free
surface

3. Laminar flow
4. The loads from structural
model are included in NS

equation.
Hu and Liu

et al.
[15,16]

1. CIP method [17] Surge, heave and pitch RAO of two types of semi-submersible
wind turbines

CFD simulations can study the nonlinear phenomena in
large amplitude wave

conditions.
2. THINC [18]for free surface

3. ImmersedBoundary
Method for fluid-structure

interaction
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[19]. Semi-submersible FWTs are usually made of three or four
vertical columns connected by cross braces which affect the flow
regimes around columns. In addition, heave plates are often
attached to the bottom of the columns to increase the added mass
and damping. An additional lift force on heave plates due to vortex
shedding may also appear [10]. Another difference between FWTs
and oil and gas platforms is a mean pitch angle for the wind plat-
form during operation due to the aerodynamic thrust force.

To better understand the nonlinear diffraction wave loads on a
semi-submersible FWT, a CFD model and a potential flow theory
model are used to simulate the interaction of a semi-submersible
FWT with regular and irregular waves. The numerical results are
compared with experimental data. Higher order sum-frequency
wave loads are examined for a regular wave condition; an irreg-
ular wave state is chosen to investigate the wave loads around
natural periods of rigid body motions. Because a fixed platform is
considered here, we cannot directly compare responses around low
frequencies. However, some qualitative conclusions are also drawn
from the results.

A trimmed condition under regular wave is also modelled to
examine the change of nonlinear wave loads due to the trim
induced by the mean aerodynamic thrust force. In addition, wave
loads on each column are extracted to better understand the effects
of the multimember arrangement of the semisubmersible.

Section 2 briefly describes the experiment for comparison,
while Section 3 describes the CFD and potential flow theory
models. In Section 4, the wave loads on the upright and trimmed
floater under regular wave condition are analyzed. Then, the wave
loads due to irregular waves are examined. Finally, conclusions are
presented in Section 5.

2. Review of experiment

In the present work, experimental results for the wave loads on
the floater are from Phase I of the Offshore Code Comparison
Collaboration, Continued, with Correlation, and unCertainty (OC6)
project [20]. The model test was performed in the concept basin of
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the Maritime Research Institute Netherland (MARIN). The geome-
try of the floater corresponds to the DeepCwind semi-submersible
floater [21] at 1:50 scale. The right-handed coordinate system used
in this research originates at the center of the main column at the
still water line, with positive x being in the direction of propagating
waves, and z being up. The tower of the wind turbine was removed
and the floater was attached to the carriage through a frame, as
shown in Fig. 1. Wave loads on the stationarymodel weremeasured
using a six-component gauge connecting the floater and the frame.
The results presented in this paper are calculated based on the
shown coordinate system. All data and results are given at full scale,
except when explicitly mentioned. The uncertainty in the experi-
ment is about 2% for the measured force and 5% for the measured
moments [20].

One regular wave with height H ¼ 7.1 m and period T ¼ 12.1 s,
and an irregular wave with significant wave height Hs ¼ 7.1 m and
peak period Tp¼ 12.1 s were selected for this research. The irregular
wave was generated based on the JONSWAP spectrum with the
peak enhancement factor equal to 3.3.
3. Computational model

The same global coordinate system as in the experiment (Fig. 1)
is implemented in the computational model.
3.1. CFD model

The multiphase interFoam solver of OpenFOAM [22] is a fully
nonlinear Navier-Stokes/VOF solver. Extending the interFoam
solver with the wave generation and absorption toolbox, wave-
s2Foam, developed by Jacobsen et al. [23], generates the waveFoam
solver. Furthermore, a fully nonlinear potential flow solver,
Oceanwave3D [24], is coupled with the waveFoam solver to mini-
mize numerical diffusion and reduce the computational time for
the irregular wave case [25].



Fig. 1. Side (left) and top (right) view of the constrained model [20].

Table 2
KC and Reynolds numbers for different parts of floater for regular wave realization
(model scale).

Main column Upper column Heave plate Cross brace

KC (�) 2.89e3.43 1.86 0.93 13.94
Re ( � 105) 0.33e0.40 0.62 1.23 0.08
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3.1.1. Governing equations
The waveFoam solver utilizes the two-phase incompressible

Navier-Stokes equations to compute the fluid flow around the
stationary semi-submersible. The governing equations consist of
mass conservation and momentum conservation:

vui
vxi

¼0 (1)

vrui
vt

þ vrujui
vxj

¼ � vp*

vxi
þ Fb;i þ

v

vxj

"
meff

vui
vxj

#
(2)

where ui ði¼ x; y; zÞ are the fluid velocity in Cartesian coordinates, r
is the fluid density, p* is pressure in excess of the hydrostatic
pressure, Fbis an external body force including gravity and meff is the
effective dynamic viscosity. For laminar flow, meff is equal to the
laminar dynamic viscosity. For turbulent flow, it should include
turbulent dynamic viscosity rnt.

The local density r and the effective dynamic viscosity meff are
defined by the volume fraction awhich is bounded between 0 (air)
and 1 (water). The turbulent dynamic viscosity rnt is neglected in
laminar flow model.

r¼arwater þ ð1�aÞrair (3)

meff ¼amwater þ ð1�aÞmair þ rnt (4)

The air-water interface is tracked by the volume of fluid VOF
method [26] in OpenFoam. The volume fraction is advanced in time
once the velocity is known, following scalar advection equation:

va

vt
þ vuia

vxi
þ vur;iað1� aÞ

vxi
¼ 0 (5)

The smearing of the interface is vastly reduced by the intro-
duction of the artificial velocity ur. It is only active in the vicinity of
the interfacewhere 0<a<1, see Berberovic et al. [27] for details. To
ensure the boundedness of solution, a multi-dimensional flux
limited scheme (MULES) is applied. To identify the free surface
elevation, the volume fractionais integrated along a vertical line
around the air-water interface.

3.1.2. Turbulence modelling
The effects of turbulence are incorporated in the governing

equations by using different transport equations to calculate the
turbulent kinematic viscosity nt. The k� u SST turbulence model
has shown good results for simulating two-phase flow and pre-
dicting wave elevation [28,29] and is applied in this paper. The
incompressible k� u SST model for a single fluid is a two-equation
model and is given in OpenFoam as:
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where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, Pk is the production term of
k, n is kinematic viscosity, nt is the turbulent kinematic viscosity,u is
the specific dissipation rate, as described in detail by Menter et al.
[30]. In the present work, to avoid significant wave damping
induced by increasing turbulent viscosity [31,32], a modified
waveFoam solver is built to explicitly consider the variable density
in the k� u SST model [32].

Table 2 shows the Keulegan-Carpenter (KC) and Reynolds
numbers at model scale, assuming the wave is fully linear. The
inflow velocity is the maximum horizontal water particle velocity.
The KC number is around 1 for most of components. Hence, weak
vortices are expected in the experiment and CFD simulations.
Although the Reynolds numbers are on the order of 104-105, pre-
vious studies considering the same geometry suggest that the
turbulencemodel is not essential for the CFD simulations due to the
low KC number of upper column and heave plate [33]. For regular
wave cases, simulations using both laminar (L.F) and turbulent (T.F)
flow are carried out for comparison.

3.1.3. Numerical domain
To reduce the computational time, CFD simulations with a sta-

tionary semi-submersible floater were carried out at model scale
(1:50). In this section, all data are given at model scale.

The width (3.72 m) and water depth (3.6 m) of the experimental
wave flume are modelled. The numerical wave tank (36 m) is
shorter than the experimental wave flume, but long enough to
dissipate the reflected waves. Fig. 2 shows good agreement in the
overlayed wave elevation at the center of floater for three cycles
separated in time: before reflections can reach the center of the
floater, after reflections from the outlet are expected, and after
reflections from both inlet and outlet are expected. The height of



Fig. 2. Surface elevation at the center of floater at different times, no semi-submersible
present (Cycle1: only incident wave. Cycle2: incident wave with reflected wave from
outlet boundary. Cycle3: incident wave with reflected wave from inlet and outlet
boundaries).
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the air regime is set to 1 m. Fig. 3 shows a plan view of the nu-
merical wave tank with floater.

After spatial discretization, the size of a cell in all directions is
0.12m. Thereafter, for the air-water interface, themeshwas refined.
A mesh convergence study for free surface elevation and calculated
wave loads was carried out. In Table 3, the wave height at origin
(center of floater) is compared to the specified wave height at inlet
(H ¼ 0.142 m) and the wave loads are compared to those with the
finest mesh size (Level 4) for three different spatial discretizations.
The 3-3 level of refinement, resulting in a mesh size of 0.015 m
(zH/10), is applied for the air-water interface and surface of col-
umns. Around the cross braces, which have a smaller diameter, the
4-4 level is applied, leading to cross bracemesh size 0.0075m (zH/
20). This local refinement allows for a high-resolution interface
while keeping the total number of computational cells relatively
low. For the turbulent flow model, 25 cell layers adjacent to the
floater surface are generated. The thickness of the first layer is
2.0 mm and its expansion ratio is 1.2.

3.1.4. Boundary conditions
In the Navier-Stokes/VOF solver, boundary conditions are

imposed on all surfaces in the numerical domain. The general
Fig. 3. The computational domain (top) and mesh a
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denomination of boundary surfaces is given in Fig. 4.
The velocity and the volume fraction boundary conditions are

given by stream function wave theory at the inlet and a constant
current with zero velocity at the outlet. The floater surfaces and
tank bottom are modelled as fixed walls. For the laminar flow
model, a slip condition is applied, which means the effect of vis-
cosity and turbulence generation are neglected. For the turbulent
flow model, wall functions are applied for k (1e-5 m2/s2) and u (1.0
1/s). A continuous wall function based on Spadling’s law [34] is
implemented for the turbulent viscosity. Furthermore, a Dirichlet
boundary condition is set for the velocity while a Neumann con-
dition is used for pressure and volume fraction on the fixed walls. A
slip condition is applied to the front and back walls. At the atmo-
sphere boundary, the total pressure is set to zero and an atmo-
spheric boundary condition is applied for the velocity and volume
fraction. This means that air and water are allowed to leave the
numerical domain, while only air is allowed to flow back in.

The Waves2Foam toolbox [23] implements relaxation zones
(blue part in Fig. 4) to avoid wave reflection from the outlet
boundary (II) and to prevent internally reflected waves (I). Rect-
angular relaxation zones are defined in this work, as in Bruinsma’s
work [35].
3.1.5. Temporal discretization
To ensure numerical stability, the temporal discretization is

determined based on the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition.
Different fixed time steps were chosen to carry out a time step
convergence study. In Table 4, the errors are relative to the specified
wave height at inlet (0.142 m, model scale) or the numerical results
with the smallest time step. To limit computational effort while
obtaining sufficient accuracy, a fixed time step (0.001414 s, model
scale) is used in the rest of this work.

The Richardson extrapolation with the standard power-law er-
ror estimator [36] is used to obtain the wave loads at the limit of
infinite temporal and spatial resolution. The resulting apparent
order of convergence is 2. The discretization uncertainty is defined
as the estimated discretization error multiplied to a suitable safety
factor (1.25 following the recommendation from Eça and Hoekstra
[37]). The total uncertainty is given by combining the temporal and
spatial discretization uncertainties in the root-sum-of-squares
fashion, shown in the last column of Table 6.
round the floater (bottom) in CFD simulations.



Table 3
Mesh convergence study (model scale, same time step). Errors in the forces/moments are computed with reference to the Level 4 results.

Spatial
discretization

Calculated wave height at origin
(m)

Error Calculated surge force
(N)

Error Calculated heave force
(N)

Error Calculated pitch moment
(Nm)

Error

Level 2 (zH/5) 0.1413 0.493% 223.08 0.52% 61.40 9.44% 68.11 3.41%
Level 3 (zH/10) 0.1416 0.282% 224.20 0.13% 64.07 5.50% 68.41 2.97%
Level 4 (zH/20) 0.1417 0.211% 224.25 e 67.80 e 70.52 e

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of computational domain.
Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the potential solver domain U, and waveFoam
solver domain. G
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3.1.6. Coupling of Navier-Stokes and potential flow solver
For the irregular wave case, an efficient domain decomposition

strategy is implemented. As illustrated in Fig. 5, the smaller CFD
domain G where the Navier-Stokes/VOF equations are solved is
coupled with a larger potential flow domainU, where a larger mesh
size can be applied. The coupling zones are the relaxation zones in
the waves2Foam toolbox. The coupling strategy is based on one-
way coupling, where the information only propagates from outer
domain to inner domain. No target solution for the air velocity is
provided in the potential flow solver, and zero air velocity is
strongly imposed on the coupling domain boundaries. Domain A
and B are the relaxation zones in the potential flow solver. More
details regarding the coupling method can be found in the work of
Paulsen et al. [25].

3.2. Potential flow theory model

In addition to the CFD model, a numerical model based on po-
tential flow theory has been built using the software SIMA (SIMO-
RIFLEX) [38,39], developed by SINTEF Ocean and widely used in the
analyses of numerous types of offshore platforms and wind
turbines.

In present simulations, only the stationary semi-submersible
floater is modelled. First order potential flow forces, such as the
wave excitation force, and second-order sum-frequency and
difference-frequency wave force transfer functions (QTFs) are
estimated based on a potential flow solution (WAMIT [40]) and
subsequently input to SIMA. In addition, viscous effects are
considered by applying drag forces from Morison’s equation to the
columns and cross braces. A constant drag coefficient in the normal
direction (0.774, based on towing tests [20]) is applied for each part
of the floater. The axial drag force on the heave plate is calculated
based on Equation (9). D is the diameter of the heave plate. U is the
water particle velocity along the axial direction. Here, we use Cda ¼
2:48 based on previous comparisons of a similar engineering tool
with experimental data from the DeepCwind test campaign [41].
Table 4
Time step convergence study (model scale, Level 3 spatial discretization). Errors in force

Temporal discretization
(s)

Calculated wave height at origin
(m)

Error Calculated surge
(N)

0.00707 0.1390 2.11% 219.45
0.002828 0.1410 0.70% 223.05
0.001414 0.1416 0.28% 224.20
0.000707 0.1418 0.14% 224.92
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FDA ¼
1
2
rCda

pD2

4
UjUj (9)

In the SIMA simulations, different force contributions are
investigated, as summarized in Table 5. For simulations labelled
‘SIMA’, the experimentally measured wave elevation is used as
input, while simulations indicated as ‘Linear’ use a fully linear
regular wave (same period and height as experimental wave).
When the experimentally measured wave elevation is used as
input, all components are treated as linear, and all components are
assumed to travel in the positive x-direction.

4. Results

In this section, nonlinear wave diffraction loads on a semi-
submersible FWT are studied in detail, and all the results are
shown at full scale. Considering symmetry, nonlinear wave loads on
the starboard column are presented for only one of the trailing
columns (starboard, see Fig. 1).

4.1. Regular wave

In the examination of regular wave results, wave amplitudes
and loads are extracted from five out of 20 steady-statewave cycles.
First, second and third harmonic components are obtained by
filtering the signals to keep components around 1u, 2u and 3u,
where u is the wave frequency. The amplitude is the average value
over the five wave cycles and the phase represents the initial phase.
The uncertainty in the measured wave elevation is estimated as
0.03 m full scale [42].

Numerically calculated waves at the center of floater are
compared against the experimental results in Fig. 6, which shows a
good agreement except for a fully linear regular wave
(SIMA þ Linear). The small difference between SIMA and
s/moments are computed with reference to the result for the smallest time step.

force Error Calculated heave force
(N)

Error Calculated pitch moment
(Nm)

Error

2.43% 61.17 9.54% 64.40 7.80%
0.83% 63.23 6.49% 67.64 3.16%
0.32% 64.07 5.25% 68.41 2.06%
e 67.62 e 69.85 e



Table 5
Overview of different settings in SIMA.

Label Theory

SIMA1/Linear1 Only linear potential flow theory
SIMA2/Linear2 SIMA1/Linear1 with sum-frequency (for regular wave case)/difference frequency (for irregular wave case) wave force transfer function (QTF)
SIMA3/Linear3 SIMA2/Linear2 with integration of Morison drag force to mean free surface
SIMA4/Linear4 SIMA2/Linear2 with integration of Morison drag force to the undisturbed linear free surface
SIMA5/Linear5 SIMA4/Linear4 with consideration of axial drag force on the heave plates
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experiment is caused by a low-pass filter used in SIMA. This
filtering also results in the non-dimensional wave amplitude of the
fully linear regular wave deviating slightly from unity. Additionally,
the numerical damping is negligible in the CFD simulations.
Moreover, the numerical wave with laminar flow (L.F) has a smaller
variation in the wave height over different cycles, with a standard
deviation of 0.0018m, compared to 0.0047m for the turbulent flow
(T.F) model and 0.0067 m for the experiment. Compared to the
experimental results, the CFD-generated waves can capture the
first harmonic wave elevation but have less wave energy at twice
the wave frequency. The reduction in second harmonic wave
elevation with turbulent flow is due to viscous damping.

4.1.1. Upright condition
The surge forces on the upright floater are presented in Fig. 7.

SIMA5 is not shown because the axial drag force on the heave plate
Fig. 6. Comparisons of the free surface elevation for the regular wave. H and A are the spe
height. Top left: time series of total surface elevation, top right: total wave height over tim
harmonic wave amplitude.
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(z direction) does not contribute to the surge force (x direction) on
the upright floater. The amplitude and phase for the total and first
harmonic surge force are predicted very well (within 2.5%) by all
numerical simulations. For higher order surge forces, CFD results
show a similar phase as the experiment. The simulations with
laminar flow overpredict the second harmonic surge force and
underpredict the third harmonic, while CFD results with turbulent
flow are closer to the experimental measurements. Compared to
the laminar flow, the turbulent flow has a lower pressure drag
contribution and a higher friction drag contribution. In SIMA, the
viscous effects are considered through the water particle velocity.
Because the mass loads, proportional to water particle acceleration,
dominate for the considered structure and wave, the phase differ-
ence between water particle acceleration and velocity leads to a
phase-lead in the SIMA 4 surge force compared to the experiment.
Furthermore, SIMA 4 underpredicts the third harmonic surge force,
cified wave height and wave amplitude while Hn is the measured or simulated wave
e, bottom left: average first harmonic wave amplitude, bottom right: average second



Fig. 7. Comparisons of surge force (CFD, SIMA and experiment) under upright condition for the regular wave (from top to bottom: time series of total surge force, amplitude and
phase of first harmonic, second harmonic and third harmonic surge force).
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and there is a phase difference between SIMA and experiment for
higher order results, which can be explained by decomposing the
higher order surge forces.

Even though the experimental wave is treated as a linear wave
in SIMA, the measurements contain higher order components
compared to the fully linear regular wave. A comparison of SIMA
1e4 and the ‘Linear’ results shows that the nonlinearity in the wave
elevation dominates the higher order surge forces. Additionally, the
sum-frequency QTF and integration of the drag force to the un-
disturbed linear free surface contribute to the second harmonic
surge force. In the SIMA 2e4 models, the combination of high-
frequency wave components and the sum-frequency QTF lead to
a third harmonic surge force. The nonlinear drag force also con-
tributes to the third harmonic surge force. The ‘Linear’ results show
good phase agreement compared to the experiment. For the SIMA
1e4 results, the treatment of nonlinear components of the
incoming wave leads to phase discrepancy. The applied constant
normal drag coefficient in SIMA may also contribute to amplitude
differences in the higher order surge forces.

The heave forces on the upright floater are compared in Fig. 8.
SIMA 1e4 and CFD with laminar flow underestimate the amplitude
by 15%, while CFD with turbulent flow agrees well with the
experiment (within 5.8%). Turbulent flow increases the first and
third harmonic heave force but reduces the second harmonic. Flow
separation around the edge occurs due to the geometric singularity
and leads to a larger vertical drag force. However, the RANS model
used in this paper may not simulate this effect correctly, and
overpredicts the third harmonic heave force by over 50%. Like the
surge force, the CFD model has a similar phase as the experiments,
while SIMA 1e4 deviates for all harmonics.

When axial drag forces on the heave plates are not included
(SIMA 1e4), most of the heave excitation comes from potential flow
theory, and the first and third harmonic heave forces are under-
predicted, while the second harmonic is overpredicted. Addition-
ally, the normal drag force on the cross braces slightly increases the
third harmonic heave force (SIMA 2 vs SIMA 3). From the com-
parisons between SIMA 1e4 and the ‘Linear’ results, nonlinear
incoming wave also contributes to the higher order heave forces.
Furthermore, the phase of the higher order heave force also de-
viates from the experiments in the ‘Linear’ results.

The axial drag force (SIMA 5 and Linear 5) increases the first and
third harmonic heave force, while the integration of the drag force
to the linear free surface also increases the second harmonic. SIMA
5 predicts the phase better than SIMA 1e4, but still differs from the
experimental results in the higher order results. This suggests that
potential flow theory and Morison-type drag with a tuned axial
drag coefficient can predict the amplitude of the heave force very
well, without really capturing the physics, as evidenced by the
difference in the phase.

Fig. 9 compares the numerically estimated pitch moment
against themeasured result. All numerical models underpredict the
first harmonic amplitudes (from 1.6% for SIMA 5e7.8% for CFD with
turbulent flow) but have similar phase as the experimental data.
The discrepancy in amplitude may be caused by the under-
prediction of the heave forces. In the CFD simulation, the second
harmonic pitch moment performs similarly as the surge and heave
forces, but for the third harmonic, the model with turbulent flow
underestimates the amplitude by 28%. The SIMA 1e4 simulations
underpredict higher order amplitudes and differ in phase from the
experimental results. The phase difference also exists when the
axial drag force on the heave plate is included (SIMA 5).

For the second harmonic pitch moment, a comparison of the
SIMA and Linear 1e4 models shows that nonlinearity in the
incoming wave is important (linear potential flow theory domi-
nates). Furthermore, the sum-frequency QTF reduces the amplitude
716
(SIMA 2 vs. SIMA 1). The normal drag force has no obvious effect on
the second harmonic pitch moment.

For the third harmonic, the moment induced by the sum-
frequency QTF is more important than other contributions for
SIMA 1e4. Meanwhile, by comparing SIMA 3e4 and ‘Linear’ results,
the third order contributions from normal drag forces due to high-
frequency wave components reduce the amplitude. The axial drag
force (SIMA 5 and Linear 5) mainly contributes to the third har-
monic pitch moment and has no significant effect on the first or
second harmonic. In conclusion, the first and second harmonic
pitch moments in SIMA are mainly from potential flow theory and
only the axial drag forces on the heave plates have a significant
effect on the third harmonic.

The differences between measured wave loads in the experi-
ment and calculated wave loads in the CFD with turbulence model
are compared with the estimated uncertainty in Table 6. As shown,
the differences for the total wave loads are within the range of sum
of uncertainties in experiment and numerical results. Both the
differences and uncertainties in higher order components may be
larger, however.

The experiments do not measure surge forces on individual
columns, but this comparison can be carried out numerically,
shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Here, the sum-frequency QTF is not
included in SIMA. Therefore, wave nonlinearity is important for the
first and second harmonic surge forces, while the drag force is
dominant in third harmonic in these results.

For the first harmonic surge force, SIMA and CFD are in better
agreement for the upper column (within 2.4%) than for the heave
plate (within 10.2%). In the CFD model, the intersections between
heave plates and cross braces are modelled, which reduces the
heave plate flank area where the pressures are integrated by 1.33%.
The SIMA model considers the heave plates as closed cylinders. As
with the total force, due to the constant drag coefficient in SIMA,
there is a large difference in the amplitude and phase of higher
harmonic surge forces between SIMA and CFD.

For the CFD results, except for the higher order surge force on
the upper column of the upstream column (Fx2), the surge forces
have similar phase for both laminar and turbulent flow in each
harmonic. According to the KC number in Table 2 and results from
other researchers [43], a pair of weak vortices is formed in thewake
of upper column of upstream column which laminar flow model
cannot simulate. In Fig. 10, the flattened peak value of the surge
force on the main column (Fx1) is due to the geometry: the top of
main column has larger diameter which leads to a ledge (see left
part of Fig. 1). This ledge leads to the large difference in the third
harmonic surge force of main column between laminar and tur-
bulent flow model. This phenomenon is not modelled in SIMA.

For both the upstream and starboard column, although the
diameter of the heave plate is twice that of the upper column, the
surge force on the upper column is larger because thewater particle
acceleration decreases as one moves downward. To better under-
stand these results, the surge forces on each column under fully
linear regular waves with different wave periods and the same
wave steepness were estimated using the SIMA 4 model, shown in
Fig. 12. Based on the previous analysis (Fig. 7), the main difference
between the total and first order amplitude (right part of Fig. 12) is
due to the third harmonic drag force. The total surge forces on the
upper column (Fx2 and Fx4) are also larger than the forces on the
heave plate (Fx3 and Fx5), and the discrepancy increases for shorter
waves. Comparisons among the higher order surge forces lead to
the same conclusions, but the discrepancy depends on frequency.

Comparing the forces on components of the upstream column
and starboard column in the CFD simulations (Fig. 11), the ampli-
tude of higher order surge forces on the starboard column is larger
than those on the upstream column. The same can be observed in



Fig. 8. Comparisons of heave force (CFD, SIMA and experiment) under upright condition for the regular wave (from top to bottom: time series of total heave force, amplitude and
phase of first harmonic, second harmonic and third harmonic heave force).
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Fig. 9. Comparisons of pitch moment (CFD, SIMA and experiment) under upright condition for the regular wave (from top to bottom: time series of total pitch moment, amplitude
and phase of first harmonic, second harmonic and third harmonic pitch moment).
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Table 6
Comparisons of differences between experiments and CFD simulations and uncertainties for the total wave loads under upright condition.

Difference between experiment and CFD with turbulence model Uncertainty in experiment Uncertainty in numerical results

Surge force 2.5% 2% 0.60%
Heave force 5.8% 2% 14.28%

Pitch moment 7.8% 5% 5.71%
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the first and third order surge forces in SIMA simulations (Fig. 11)
while the opposite is seen in the second order surge force. The
results under different wave periods (Fig. 12) show that the surge
force comparison between the starboard and upstream column
depends on frequency.
4.1.2. Trimmed condition
Considering the existence of a mean pitch angle for the wind

turbine during operation, nonlinear wave diffraction loads on a 5�

trimmed floater are studied in this section. The floater is rotated 5�

clockwise around Point A shown in Fig. 1. No corresponding
experimental data are available. Only results from CFD with tur-
bulent flow and the SIMA model are shown in this section.
Furthermore, we focus on the integrated wave loads on the com-
plete floater. Surge force (along x axis), heave force (along z axis)
and pitch moment (around y axis) are calculated in the same global
coordinate system as the upright conditionwhich is shown in Fig. 1.
The amplitudes of load responses divided by the xth (x ¼ 1,2,3)
power of the displaced submerged volume V (х104 m3) are also
compared to eliminate the effect of changed submerged volume,
which is denoted as ‘Amplitude/Vx’ in Figs. 13e15.

The surge forces under upright and trimmed conditions are
presented in Fig. 13. The first harmonic surge force under trimmed
condition increases (4.8% for CFD and 2.4% for SIMA) compared to
the upright condition. After rotating the floater, a larger portion of
the columns are submerged, but the water particle acceleration at
the same position of columns decreases. Hence, considering the
changed volume, the first harmonic surge force under trimmed
condition decreases (5.2% for CFD and 4.7% for SIMA). The higher
order results generally decrease, especially when considering the
changed volume.

As shown by ‘SIMA5þ5�’ in Fig. 13, the axial drag force increases
the first harmonic surge force by 3.2% and decreases the third
harmonic by 4.2% (SIMA5 has the same value as SIMA4 under up-
right condition). For the trimmed floater, the axial drag forces on
the heave plates have a component along x direction. The water
particle velocity along the column axis is the resultant velocity of
the vertical and horizontal water particle velocity, which have a
phase difference. Hence, the contribution of this additional drag
force depends on the phase.

The heave forces under upright and trimmed position are
compared in Fig. 14. All harmonics of the heave force decrease after
rotating the floater except for a slightly increased second harmonic
CFD result. Considering the changed volume, all harmonics
decrease. The increased heave force on the upper column cannot
compensate for the loss of heave force on the heave plate. In the
SIMA 4 model without axial drag force, this decreasing heave force
relates to the change of immersed geometry. By comparing
‘SIMA4þ5�’ and ‘SIMA5þ5�’, the axial drag force increases the
heave force in each harmonic, especially at the third harmonic
(around 200%). Furthermore, the axial drag force (SIMA5þ5�) is
mainly calculated based on the vertical water particle velocity,
which leads to a phase shift for each harmonic heave force
compared to the ‘SIMA4þ5�’. Normalizing by submerged volume,
there is almost no change in the SIMA5 results due to trim.

The comparisons of numerically estimated pitch moment are
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shown in Fig. 15. For the CFD simulations, except for the deceasing
second harmonic results (15.3%), there is an increasing pitch
moment (within 9.3%) on the trimmed floater. All harmonic pitch
moments in SIMA 4 model increase (around 7% for the first har-
monic, 60% for the second harmonic, 100% for the third harmonic)
in the trimmed condition due to the changed results from linear
potential flow theory. The axial drag force increases the third har-
monic pitch moment (14 times larger) and decreases second har-
monic pitch moment (11.2%) by comparing ‘SIMA4þ5�’ and
‘SIMA5þ5�’. However, the total pitch moment increases by 1%.
Similar to the heave force, when dividing by submerged volume,
there is almost no change in the SIMA5 results due to trim.
4.2. Irregular wave

An irregular wave state (Hs¼ 7.1 m and Tp ¼ 12.1 s) is considered
to investigate the wave loads near natural periods of rigid body
motion. In the CFD model, as the wave maker motion in the
experiment is not available, the measured irregular wave at the
center of body is used to generate a time series of wave elevation at
the wave maker as an input signal at the inlet of potential flow
domain, following the procedure shown by Bachynski et al. [44].
The outlet boundary of the potential flow domain is defined by
setting a constant current with zero velocity. The spatial dis-
cretization in the CFD domain is the same as in the regular wave
case. The cell size in the potential flow domain is 10 times larger.
The center of the two computational domains is co-locatedwith the
center of the floater. Due to excessive numerical damping for wave
generationwith a turbulence model, the CFD laminar flowmodel is
used. The wave in SIMA is obtained by filtering the measured wave
elevation at the origin with a 0.025 Hz cut-off frequency. For the
SIMA 2 model, the sum-frequency QTF is replaced with the
difference-frequency QTF. In this section, the power spectral den-
sity (PSD) of responses is calculated based on the time series from
1200s to 4800s and we only focus on low frequencies. In the wave-
frequency region, the agreement is very good among all results, and
is not shown.

Experimental and numerical time series of 20 wave cycles
extracted from 1-h simulations and the wave power spectra (in log
scale) for the full hour are compared in Fig. 16. Although there is a
difference in the low-frequency domain, the values are quite small
compared to the ones in the wave-frequency domain where good
agreement occurs and have no significant effect on the obtained
wave energy. Hence, to be fair, CFD can reproduce the wave
elevation very well. Based on the difference between wave power
spectrum at inlet and center of CFD domain, most of numerical
damping in the CFD domain occurs in the low-frequency domain.
The effect of the cut-off frequency (0.025 Hz) is visible in the SIMA
simulations.

The numerically estimated low-frequency surge force power
spectra are compared against experimental results in Fig. 17 (left).
SIMA underestimates the low-frequency surge forces, and by 26.6%
at surge natural frequency. CFD also underpredicts the surge forces
by 16.2% at the surge natural frequency. On the other hand, CFD
results have more significant wave energy (within 20%) at low
frequencies.



Fig. 10. Comparisons of time series of total surge forces on the individual columns of the floater (CFD and SIMA) under upright condition for regular wave.
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Fig. 11. Comparisons of first, second and third harmonic surge forces on the individual columns of the floater (CFD and SIMA) under upright condition for the regular wave (from top
to bottom: amplitude and phase of first, second and third harmonic surge force on different columns, Fx1: main column, Fx2: upper column of upstream column, Fx3: heave plate of
upstream column, Fx4: upper column of starboard column, Fx5: heave plate of starboard column. See Fig. 1 for the definitions of columns).
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Fig. 17 (right) presents the low-frequency surge force spectra
considering different force contributions in SIMA. All of the com-
ponents of the measured irregular wave are treated linearly in
SIMA. The surge natural frequency is below the cut-off frequency,
so there is no significant linear wave excitation (SIMA 1) at surge
natural frequency. The difference-frequency QTF (SIMA 2) has a
slight influence on the low-frequency surge force. The surge force at
surge natural frequency is mainly from integration of the Morison
drag force to the linear free surface (SIMA 4). The axial drag forces
721
on the heave plates have no effect on the low-frequency surge force
(SIMA 5 vs SIMA 4).

The heave force spectra are compared in Fig. 18 (left). SIMA
underestimates the low-frequency heave forces, and by 20.5% at the
heave natural frequency. The CFD model shows better predictions
of heave forces, however, there is also significantly less wave energy
(18%) at the heave natural frequency in the CFD model. It is
important to note that the laminar flow model used in CFD simu-
lation cannot correctly capture the flow around the heave plate. A



Fig. 12. Comparisons of total (left) and difference between total and first order (right) surge forces on the individual columns of the floater (SIMA 4) under upright condition for a
series of fully linear regular waves with different wave periods and the same wave steepness with one used in this paper. (fp is wave frequency used in Fig. 11). Fx1: main column,
Fx2: upper column of upstream column, Fx3: heave plate of upstream column, Fx4: upper column of starboard column, Fx5: heave plate of starboard column. See Fig. 1 for the
definitions of columns).
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large part of the heave force comes from linear potential flow
theory (SIMA 1), see right part of Fig. 18. The difference-frequency
QTF (SIMA 2) and the normal drag forces (SIMA 3 and 4) haveminor
Fig. 13. Comparisons of surge forces (CFD and SIMA) under upright and trimmed condition
phase of first harmonic surge force, bottom left: amplitude and phase of second harmonic
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effects on the heave force. The axial drag forces on the heave plates
(SIMA 5) increase the heave force by 89.5% at the heave natural
frequency.
for the regular wave (Top left: time series of total surge force, top right: amplitude and
surge force, bottom right: amplitude and phase of third harmonic surge force).



Fig. 14. Comparisons of heave forces (CFD and SIMA) under upright and trimmed condition for the regular wave (Top left: time series of total heave force, top right: amplitude and
phase of first harmonic heave force, bottom left: amplitude and phase of second harmonic heave force, bottom right: amplitude and phase of third harmonic heave force).
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Fig. 19 (left) compares the low-frequency pitch moment spectra.
Similar to the surge and heave forces, SIMA underpredicts the pitch
moment. This is consistent with previous results showing five
times smaller load responses at the pitch natural frequency of a
mooring FWT seen in simulations using the engineering tools
compared to the experimental measurements [5]. The CFD model
underpredicts the low-frequency pitch moment by about 10%.
Again, this underprediction may in fact be more severe than it
seems, as the CFD model includes more wave energy at low
frequencies.

The comparisons of low-frequency pitch moment spectra with
different force contributions in SIMA are shown in Fig. 19 (right).
The pitch moment from the difference-frequency QTF (SIMA 2) is
significant. In addition, the normal drag forces (SIMA 3) and in-
tegrations to the linear free surface (SIMA 4) have little effect on the
pitch moment at low frequencies. The axial drag forces on the
heave plates (SIMA 5) increase themoment at very low frequencies,
but the results remain lower than experimental measurements.

5. Conclusions

Nonlinear wave loads are important for designing the floater
and mooring system for FWTs. In this paper, nonlinear diffraction
wave loads on a semi-submersible FWT are studied using two
numerical approaches based on CFD and potential flow theory as
well as experimental measurements.
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Based on the comparisons under a regular wave, good agree-
ment (within 10%) between numerical models and experiment is
achieved for wave-frequency loads. For higher order wave loads,
CFD correctly estimates the phase, and CFD with the turbulence
model generally give the best results. The lower heave force and
pitch moment in the laminar flow may be due to the lack of
simulation for weak flow separation occurring around heave plate.
SIMA (potential flow with Morison drag) has large discrepancies in
prediction of phase and amplitude of higher order wave loads. The
dominant higher order components in SIMA are related to treating
a nonlinear wave measurement as a linear input, which leads to
phase discrepancy against CFD and experimental measurements.
The normal drag force of columns and cross braces in SIMA model
has significant contributions to the surge force while the axial drag
forces on the heave plates increase the heave force and the pitch
moment. The proper drag coefficient can decrease the amplitude
discrepancy in higher order loads, but a phase difference none-
theless exists in the SIMA results. This discrepancy demonstrates
the limitation of potential flow theory with Morison-type drag for
estimating high order diffraction wave loads.

Regarding the low-frequency wave loads on the fixed structure
under an irregular wave, both CFD and SIMA underpredict the
loads, but the discrepancy for CFD results is smaller. In SIMA, all of
the components of the measured irregular wave are treated line-
arly. The difference-frequency QTF has significant contributions to
the pitch moment. Normal drag forces on the columns and cross



Fig. 15. Comparisons of pitch moments (CFD and SIMA) under upright and trimmed condition for the regular wave (Top left: time series of total pitch moment, top right: amplitude
and phase of first harmonic pitch moment, bottom left: amplitude and phase of second harmonic pitch moment, bottom right: amplitude and phase of third harmonic pitch
moment).

Fig. 16. Comparisons of the free surface elevation for the irregular wave (left: time series, right: wave spectra).
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braces lead to an increased surge force at surge natural frequency.
In addition, the axial drag forces on the heave plates largely in-
crease the heave force at heave and pitch natural frequencies, but
only contribute to the pitchmoment at very low frequencies. Due to
724
excessive numerical damping of thewave using a turbulencemodel
in CFD, only laminar flow was considered in the irregular waves.
Further developments of hybrid methods with CFD with a turbu-
lence model and potential flow theory models are needed.



Fig. 17. Comparisons of low-frequency surge force spectra under upright position for the irregular wave (left: comparison among CFD, SIMA and experiment, right: different force
contributions in SIMA).

Fig. 18. Comparisons of low-frequency heave force spectra under upright position for the irregular wave (left: comparison among CFD, SIMA and experiment, right: different force
contributions in SIMA).

Fig. 19. Comparisons of low-frequency pitch moment spectra under upright position for the irregular wave (left: comparison among CFD, SIMA and experiment, right: different
force contributions in SIMA).
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In order to better understand the effects of the multimember
arrangement of the semisubmersible, surge forces on each column
are extracted. Higher order surge forces on the starboard column
are larger than those on the upstream column in the CFD simula-
tions under this regular wave (12.1 s), but this conclusion is
frequency-dependent (based on potential flow simulations at
additional frequencies). Furthermore, the total surge force on the
upper column is larger than the force on the heave plate, and this
discrepancy increases for shorter waves.

The effects of 5� mean pitch angle on the nonlinear wave loads
are also investigated in regular waves, using the same global co-
ordinate system as in the upright condition. In the trimmed con-
dition, the surge force and pitch moment increase while the heave
force decreases. Furthermore, this 5� mean pitch angle reduces the
higher order surge and heave forces while increasing the higher
order pitch moment. In SIMA, the axial drag forces on the heave
plates increase the third harmonic heave force and pitch moment,
but decrease the third harmonic surge force, which is due to the
phase difference between vertical and horizontal water particle
velocity. Considering the effect of changed volume, the surge and
heave forces decrease, and the pitch moment slightly increases
under trimmed position.
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